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Abstract With more than ten thousand casualties, the 2014 Ukrainian war between
pro-Russian separatists and the government in the Donbass region, Ukraine’s productive
core, has taken a severe toll on the country. Using cross-country panel data over the
period 1995-2017, this paper quantifies the short-term causal effects of the Donbass war
on Ukraine’s GDP. Results from the counterfactual estimation by the synthetic control
method show that Ukraine’s per capita GDP foregone due to the war amounts to 15.1%
on average for 2013-2017. Separate analysis for the affected provinces of Donetsk and
Luhansk indicate an average causal effect of 43% for 2013-2016. Confoundedness checks
obtained by iteratively estimating synthetic controls on the pre-war period to account for
previous Ukrainian-Russian disputes show robustness of the results.
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Introduction

Military conflicts always entail large costs, including economic, social, political, psychological and environmental ones. A vast literature is devoted to the ex-post evaluation
of the economic costs of conflict to assess the losses incurred by the states and the civil
society. Starting from Keynes (1919), many studies show that war has persistent negative
consequences on the welfare of the populations involved (see, e.g., Gates, 2012; Koubi,
2005; Abadie and Gardeazabal, 2003). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
empirical study to estimate the economic costs of the Ukrainian conflict in the Donbass
region started in 2014.
The Donbass war is an armed conflict between anti-government groups of pro-Russian
separatists and the Ukrainian government, taking place in the aftermath of the 2013
Euromaidan protests and the 2014 Ukrainian revolution. Located in eastern Ukraine,
the Donbass region is considered Ukraine’s productive core due to coal mining and highly
productive heavy industry. Therefore, the Donbass war has taken a severe toll on Ukraine,
especially in terms of production, employment, number of displaced persons, and civilian
as well as military casualties (Angelovski, 2015). In this paper, we estimate the short-term
economic costs of this conflict on Ukraine’s per capita GDP.
Although GDP per capita is mainly an output and not a welfare measure (as argued
by, e.g., Stiglitz et al., 2009; Soares, 2006), our analysis focuses on this outcome for
two reasons. First, the Donbass is of considerable importance for Ukraine’s production.
Before the 2014 Ukrainian Revolution, the Donbass accounted for about a quarter of the
country’s exports and more than 15% of capital investment. As of August 2014, the
industrial production dropped by 60% and 85% in the Donbass provinces of Donetsk and
Luhansk, respectively, due to power cuts and railway disruptions (Havlik, 2014). Thus,
due to the Donbass’ strategic role in the country’s economy and its large contribution to
the GDP, we expect a major effect occurring on this variable. Second, since the Donbass
war is still ongoing at the time of writing, it is difficult to give precise estimates of other
types of costs due to lack of data. Thus, we consider foregone GDP as the main measure
of welfare loss. This approach is also followed by, e.g., Costalli et al. (2017), Horiuchi
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and Mayerson (2015), and Abadie and Gardeazabal (2003), who find strong significant
post-conflict average GDP per capita losses ranging from 8.6% to 17.5% (see Gardeazabal,
2010, for a review of older studies).
The Donbass war is an especially interesting case study also in the prospects for conflict resolution. In particular, the uniqueness of this conflict lies in being a hybrid war
(Lanoszka, 2016; Reisinger and Golts, 2014). Whilst a proper definition is lacking, this
usually refers to conflicts among countries not openly fighting against each other (Monaghan, 2016). Further, hybrid wars do not usually involve national armies but rather
non-state actors who are, however, often supplied and trained by official armed forces. As
a matter of fact, despite more than ten thousand casualties and continuous fights, neither
Ukraine nor any other entity declared the war status: the Ukrainian government referred
to it as an anti-terrorist operation, and, on the other side, Russia admitted that intelligence military forces were sent to Ukraine, but denies the use of regular troops (Walker,
2015). As a result, although there are many signs indicating Russia’s involvement in
the Donbass war (Rácz, 2015), the lack of undeniable confirmation from Kremlin’s side
complicates the relationship between both countries and hinders any mitigation of the
conflict.
Empirically, we use the Synthetic Control Method (SCM) to estimate causal effects of
this war on Ukraine’s GDP per capita (Abadie et al., 2010). Building on the potential
outcomes approach (Rubin, 1974), we obtain the counterfactual, “synthetic”, Ukraine as a
weighted average of control (unaffected) countries with weights reflecting the resemblance
of both the outcome variable and outcome predictors in Ukraine before the war’s outbreak.
A country-level panel data over the period 1995-2017 is used for the analysis. Causal
effects are estimated by computing the yearly difference in GDP per capita between
Ukraine and its synthetic counterpart after the eruption of the war. Moreover, we apply
the SCM iteratively to check for other potential shocks taking place in Ukraine before
the Donbass war, in particular, the 2004 Orange Revolution, and the 2009 gas dispute
with Russia. Finally, since the war is likely to affect the Ukrainian territory unequally,
we further conduct a similar analysis for the Donbass provinces of Donetsk and Luhansk.
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Results indicate that due to the Donbass war, whose start is set to 2013, Ukraine’s foregone GDP per capita amounts to 15.1% on average in the post-war period and, respectively, 5.23% (460.26$), 9.18% (832.96$), 19.63% (1823.78$), 19.80% (1893.38$), 21.67%
(2184.13$) in 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017. The obtained estimates are validated by a
series of robustness checks. After iteratively applying the SCM, we find that gas disputes
led to an overestimation of the previous causal effects by 2.4 percentage points (128.04$)
on average. Instead, our findings show that the Orange Revolution did not considerably
influence Ukraine’s economic development and, thus, it did not confound the obtained
causal estimates of the war. Lastly, results from the regional analysis confirm the devastating effect of the war for the Donbass area. In particular, we estimate that Donetsk’s
per capita Gross Regional Product (GRP) dropped by 43% (4630$) on average due to the
war. Estimates for Luhansk are of even larger magnitude with a per capita GRP average
decrease of 52% (3326$).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the synthetic control
approach used to estimate the causal effects under study. Data are described in Section 3.
Section 4 shows the results and discusses limitations of our analysis. Section 5 concludes
and provides implications of this study.

2

Methodology

This section presents the SCM as developed by Abadie and Gardeazabal (2003) and later
refined by Abadie et al. (2010). In addition to the identification and estimation strategy,
we discuss advantages of the SCM as well as its limitations especially related to inference.
The true causal impact of a conflict on per capita GDP is given by outcome differences
between Ukraine after the war and its counterfactual without the war. The SCM builds
upon the potential outcomes approach (Rubin, 1974) to estimate this counterfactual,
“synthetic” Ukraine, by weighting units in the control group before the war to resemble
Ukraine in all outcome-relevant variables, in particular observed time-varying covariates
and a set of pre-intervention outcomes. Once the control group is weighted to predict
Ukraine’s per capita GDP path before the war, post-war differences would only be due
4

to the war if Ukraine’s per capita GDP is accurately fitted by the synthetic control prewar. Average causal effects for Ukraine, i.e. the Average Treatment effect on the Treated
(ATT), can be computed as the post-war average difference between the observed outcome
of Ukraine and synthetic Ukraine (Abadie et al., 2010).
Consider i = 1, . . . , J + 1 countries and t = 1, . . . , T time periods with 1 ≤ T0 < T
pre-war periods, let YitN be the per capita GDP of Ukraine i = 1 in time t, if not exposed
to the war. Let Ukraine be the only recipient of the war, and let the other J countries
be unaffected by the conflict. Note that SCM assumes that no country anticipates the
war’s outbreak before the time period T , and that there are no spillover effects of the
conflict on the J control regions after the war (known as Stable Unit Treatment Value
∗
)0
Assumption, SUTVA). Consider a (J × 1) vector of optimal weights W ∗ = (w2∗ , ..., wJ+1

with wj ≥ 0 for i = 2, . . . , J + 1 and w2 + · · · + wJ+1 = 1 for J control units such that
P
∗
Ŷ1tN = J+1
j=2 wj Yjt . The aim of this analysis is to obtain the ATT defined as:
J+1
X
X
1
α̂1t =
[Y1t −
wj∗ Yjt ].
T − T0 t>T
j=2

(2.0.1)

0

The estimation of the optimal W ∗ follows a nested optimization procedure. First, an
inner optimization minimizes the Euclidean distance between X1 and X0 W , (r + k) × 1
and (r + k) × (J) matrices, respectively, containing k covariates and r linear combinations
of pre-war outcomes used as predictors (2.0.2):

W ∗ = arg min ||X1 − X0 W ||v =

p
(X1 − X0 W )0 V (X1 − X0 W ),

(2.0.2)

W

where V is a (r + k) × (r + k) symmetric diagonal matrix with non-negative components,
in which the diagonal elements v = (v1 , ..., vr+k ) are the predictor weights assigned to the
fitted pre-intervention variables. In an outer optimization, V ∗ can be estimated such that
the Mean Squared Error (MSE) of labor market outcomes is minimized for pre-treatment
periods according to V ∗ = arg minV (Y1 −Y0 W ∗ (V ))0 (Y1 −Y0 W ∗ (V )), where Y1 and Y0 refer
to linear combinations of pre-war outcomes of Ukraine and control countries, which can
be, e.g., averaged over some pre-war periods. Once W control countries’ and V predictors’
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weights are estimated, the outcome of the synthetic Ukraine is computed as a weighted
P
∗
N
linear combination of control countries’ outcomes as J+1
j=2 wj Yjt = Ŷ1t . For t > T0 , the
average difference between the latter and Y1t , the outcome of Ukraine, is the estimated
ATT in (2.0.1).
The SCM identifying assumptions are twofold. First, the outcome of all countries is
required to follow a linear model, like, e.g., a factor model including interactive fixed
effects that capture time-varying unobserved heterogeneity (see Abadie et al., 2010, and
Ahn et al., 2013). Since Abadie and Gardeazabal (2003) introduce the SCM using GDP as
the dependent variable, we consider this assumption as fulfilled (see, e.g., Costalli et al.,
2017; Horiuchi and Mayerson, 2015 for similar choices). Second, there exists optimal (nonnegative) weights (smaller than one) that build the synthetic control as a convex linear
combination of control countries matching a set of covariates and outcomes pre-war. This
is violated in the presence of interpolation bias, i.e., if the synthetic control obtains weights
for countries that largely differ in terms of unobservable confounders that may trigger
any change in the outcome. In our context, confounders could consist of, e.g., unobserved
time-varying factors driving both GDP and the conflict. To avoid the interpolation bias
we restrict the control group to countries of the former Soviet Union and Eastern Bloc
not recipient of the Donbass war or other shocks, as they most accurately reflect the
Ukrainian economy, and we exclude Russia because it is part of the Donbass war, of
the 2014 annexation of Crimea, and the consequent economic sanctions imposed by the
European Union and the United States. Therefore, provided that the number of pre-war
periods is large and interpolation bias is not present, the synthetic control approximately
fits Ukraine also in its individual time-varying heterogeneity (Abadie et al., 2010). In such
cases, the SCM provides unbiased estimates of the counterfactual with more identification
power than traditional regression methods accounting only for time-invariant unobserved
differences (Gobillon and Magnac, 2016).
To assess potential confounding events occurring in Ukraine before the war, we apply the
SCM iteratively for various time periods to correct the causal estimates for other potential
shocks, namely, the 2004 Orange Revolution and the 2009 gas disputes with Russia.
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Since this setting is not suitable for large-scale (asymptotic) inferential techniques, placebo
inference, based on permutation tests, is performed by building a synthetic control for
each country in the control group, and estimating the corresponding ATT (Abadie et al.,
2010). Empirical p-values are then computed as the probability to obtain ATTs as large
PJ+1

as the treated unit’s, i.e.,

j=1

1(α̂j ≥α̂1 )
.
J+1

In addition to placebo tests, a way to test for significance of our results is to condition
on the quality of the average pre-war fit to obtain the likelihood of an abnormal average
post-war gap as in Seifert and Valente (2017). Thus, we analyze the average post-war gap,
i.e., the ATT, for each country given the corresponding average pre-war gap, computed
as Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD). A very small MAD (large ATT) indicates a very
good fit before the war (very bad fit after the war). Thus, we expect Ukraine to display
a very large ATT in absolute terms and a low level of MAD. This is not the case for
those placebos expected to have similarly high (or small) ATT and MAD if the control
countries are indeed not impacted by the war. Thereby, after estimating synthetic controls
for every control country, we compute the respective ATT and MAD. Formally, the ATT
P
N
N
is expressed as α̂i and the MAD as T10 J+1
i=1 |Yit − Ŷit | for i = 1, ..., J +1 and Ŷit being the
synthetic control estimated for every region i. This inferential test obtains the empirical
PJ+1

p-values as

j=1

1(AT Tj ≥AT T1 )
J+1

s.t. M ADj 6 M AD1 for every j = 1, ..., J + 1.

Note that this test differs from the inferential technique performed, e.g., by Abadie et al.
(2010), who compute the ratio between post-intervention and pre-intervention MSE. In
this case, the numerator results to be inflated in the presence of, e.g., a large causal
effect in one single post-war period, as squaring post-war gaps assigns a higher weight
to exceptionally large deviations. On the contrary, a counterweight of this effect in the
denominator for pre-intervention MSE is unlikely to occur as every placebo country with
a much (typically, five to three times) higher MSE than the one of the treated unit is
excluded from the computation of the p-values. Motivated by the above as well as by
recommendations in Arkhangelsky et al. (2019), Ferman and Pinto (2017), and Firpo and
Possebom (2016), MAD-based inference is also presented.
In conclusion, the SCM allows for a multidimensional unobserved heterogeneity, i.e., for
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multiple interactive effects, not just additive ones as imposed, e.g., in the difference-indifferences (DID) setting (Gobillon and Magnac, 2016). In practice, interactive effects
can be considered time-varying fixed effects like, for example, country-specific variations
in strategic alliances. Therefore, the SCM generalizes the DID method allowing to clearly
identify the causal effect of the Donbass war on GDP per capita, disentangling the ATT
from all other unobserved time-varying confounding factors present at cross-sectional level.

3

Data

We use yearly country-level panel data over the period 1995-2017 obtained from the World
Development Indicators database of the World Bank. The dependent variable used in the
SCM analysis is the GDP per capita (GDPpc) in 2011 dollars (PPP). Further, outcome
predictors used to match Ukraine in the pre-war period are chosen based on literature
review (e.g., Abadie and Gardeazabal, 2003). We include inflation measured by consumer
price index due to the prevalence of hyperinflation in post-Soviet states, and its influence
on economic development. Further, we control for domestic investment with gross fixed
capital formation (GFCF) as a percentage of GDP, and we measure the dependence on
trade with Russia as the sum of share of exports and imports with the Russian Federation
in countries’ total international trade (TradeDep). Finally, to account for political and
socio-economic resemblance, we also include the Human Development Index (HDI) which
is a composite indicator of life expectancy, education, and per capita income, as well as
the Polity variable from the Polity IV project dataset in which values equal to 10 (-10)
indicate a strongly democratic (autocratic) regime (Marshall, 2017). In the SCM estimation, we match on covariates’ averages over the 1995-2012 period, and on two outcome
lags. The following Table I provides data descriptive statistics, while the variables’ full
description can be found in Table B.1 in the Appendix B.
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Mean

Standard Deviation

TradeDep
0.15
GFCF
23.79
GDPpc 14032.00
Inflation
18.45
Polity
4.96
HDI
0.74

0.15
6.37
8509.13
59.98
6.25
0.08

Maximum
0.76
57.71
31339.00
1058.00
10
0.81

Minimum
0.01
5.39
1043.00
−8.52
−8
0.53

Table I. Descriptive statistics of variables.

The SCM makes a crucial assumption that Ukraine’s GDP per capita and all its predictors
have to lie within the convex hull spanned by the countries from the donor pool, such
that a convex combination of the control countries can actually resemble the treated unit.
Figure 1 shows evidence on the presence of such common support.
3

2

1
Control sample
Ukraine
0

−1

GDPpc

GFCF

Inflation

Polity

HDI

TradeDep

−2

Figure 1. Boxplots of mean-corrected variables.

As outlined in Section 3, synthetic Ukraine is built as a weighted average of former Soviet
Union and Eastern Bloc countries to most accurately resemble its unobserved fiscal and
economic conditions over time. We also excluded countries experiencing other shocks in
the considered pre-war period. As a result, the control group comprises 17 countries,
which are listed in Table II of Section 4.
Regional SCM estimates are obtained with data from the State Statistics Service of
Ukraine, and the first available period is 2004. Limited data availability constrains the
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choice of the variables included. These are exports of commodities, capital investment,
unemployment rate, and per capita GRP. A detailed description of the data is to find
in Table B.2 in the Appendix B. The values of regions’ GRP and capital investment are
transformed from the Ukrainian currency (UAH) into international 2011 dollars using the
exchange rates given in Table B.8 in the Appendix B.
A last note regarding the onset of the Donbass war. The war burst out in 2014, however,
it was preceded by the 2013 violent Euromaidan protests and a period of high political
instability. For this reason, we assign the year 2013 as the start of the war. Consequently,
we estimate the counterfactual over 18 pre-war periods, and we predict the outcome over
five post-war periods. As specified in Section 3, a precise and robust fit between actual
and counterfactual outcome over the whole pre-war period is necessary to guarantee the
validity of the counterfactual estimate itself.

4

Results

Using the SCM, we first show how synthetic Ukraine fits Ukraine’s GDP per capita before
the war to provide an unbiased counterfactual after the war, and we compute causal
effects. Second, we assess statistical significance by placebo tests, and we perform a set
of confoundedness as well as sparsity checks. Third, using analogous analyses, we provide
further evidence on the war’s causal effects for Ukraine’s most affected regions.
Table II shows that synthetic Ukraine is best reconstructed as a weighted average of
four countries, namely, Armenia, Bulgaria, Moldova, and Slovenia - with Moldova and
Armenia yielding the highest weights.
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Country
Armenia
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Estonia
Hungary
Kazakhstan
Kyrgyz Republic

Weight
0.333
0
0
0.152
0
0
0
0
0

Country
Latvia
Lithuania
Moldova
Poland
Romania
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
Tajikistan

Weight
0
0
0.452
0
0
0
0.063
0

Table II. Ukraine’s control sample with corresponding weights.

Furthermore, Table III displays the results of the estimation, and shows that synthetic
Ukraine accurately reproduces mean values of the covariates before the war.

Covariate
Inflation
GFCF
TradeDep
HDI
Polity
GDPpc(2000)
GDPpc(2012)

Ukraine
Real
Synthetic
36.44
23.04
20.91
22.89
0.23
0.19
0.70
0.68
6.50
6.83
4797.38
4797.03
8322.17
8538.05

Control sample
20.72
24.17
0.14
0.74
4.78
10650.16
17963.32

Table III. GDP per capita predictor means. Note that all variables are averaged for the
1995-2012 period except for lagged values of GDP per capita.

Figure 2 displays the trends of per capita GDP of Ukraine and its synthetic counterpart.
It clearly shows that both follow a very similar path until 2012 and deviate considerably
afterwards. It is estimated that the difference between observed and synthetic GDP
per capita amounts to 15.1% on average in the post-war period and, respectively, 5.23%
(460.26$), 9.18% (832.96$), 19.63% (1823.78$), 19.80% (1893.38$), and 21.67% (2184.13$)
in 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017.
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Time
Figure 2. Trends in GDP per capita: Ukraine vs. synthetic Ukraine.

The SCM does not allow for usual large sample inferential techniques. Instead, it provides
a framework for placebo tests. Figure 3 shows the graphical representation of placebo test
for Ukraine and control countries. Countries with a bad fit before the war are excluded
from the placebo analysis, in particular, we discard those with MSE five times higher
than the one obtained for Ukraine (as suggested by Abadie et al., 2010). As a result,
we exclude six countries, i.e., Azerbaijan, Czech Republic, Estonia, Poland, Slovenia, and
Tajikistan from the plot, which leaves 11 remaining control countries.
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2000
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0
−2000

−1000

Gap in per capita GDP (2011 international US $ (PPP))

2000
1000
0
−1000

Gap in GDP per capita (2011 $ (PPP))

−2000
1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

Year

Year

Figure 3. Gaps in GDP per capita in
Ukraine and placebo gaps. Countries
with poor pre-war fit excluded.

Figure 4. Gaps in GDP per capita in
Ukraine and placebo gaps. Values are
adjusted with respect to 2012 gaps.

Based on the graphical assessment of Figure 3, it can be concluded that the effects of
the Donbass war on the Ukrainian economy are statistically significant at 9% level, which
is the maximum level that we can reach given the size of our control group. Further,
we adjust the placebo lines with respect to their 2012 values (Fig. 4). Also in this
case, similar conclusions can be drawn. Further, we account for the goodness of fit of
the placebos before the war by computing post-/pre-war MSE ratios. Figure 5 shows
that Ukraine presents the second biggest ratio, yielding a statistical significance level of
11%. As discussed in Ferman and Pinto (2017), previous placebo tests might be subject
to size distortions. Therefore, we condition placebo tests on the mean error before the
war without squaring its size, as suggested by Seifert and Valente (2017). This plot
allows not only to compare the relative size of prediction errors in both pre- and postperiods but also their direction. Ukraine lies at the very bottom of the graph and in the
middle of the x-axis. This implies that while Ukraine’s pre-war mean prediction error is
approximately zero, its post-war value, i.e., the causal effect, is very large and negative,
yielding a statistical significance level of 5%.
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Figure 5. Ratio of mean squared prediction error in post- and pre-war periods.

4.1

Figure 6. Scatterplot of mean prediction
errors in post- and pre-war periods.

Robustness checks

To check whether the estimated synthetic Ukraine is robust against different linear combinations of country weights, we perform a leave-one-out (LOO) estimation. This means
we iteratively build synthetic Ukraine excluding one control unit at the time (see Fig. 10
in the Appendix A). Results are shown to be robust to the exclusion of any particular
country from the control group, and, as expected, estimation results mostly react to the
exclusion of Moldova which obtained the highest weight in the original estimation.
Moreover, we perform confoundedness checks obtained by iteratively estimating synthetic
controls on the pre-war period to account for previous Ukrainian-Russian disputes. This
allows to verify if Ukraine’s exposure to other external shocks also affects its outcome
path. In particular, we analyze two events: the 2009 gas disputes with Russia, and the
2004 Orange Revolution. For this purpose, we iterate the SCM moving the treatment
period T0 + 1 to 2009 and 2004, respectively, and restricting the time frame to T = 2012
to exclude effects of the Donbass war.
The Orange Revolution is a series of political protests leading to a period of political
instability that could have caused a slowdown in Ukraine’s GDP. However, estimation
results show that this was not the case (see Fig. 11 and 12 in the Appendix A).
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Russian-Ukrainian gas disputes in 2009 represented a trade conflict over gas prices and
their terms of export. Since no agreement was reached, Russia interrupted gas supplies to
Ukraine which served as a transit country for Europe. Counterfactual estimation reveals
a gap between observed and synthetic outcomes in 2009, indicating that Ukraine’s GDP
per capita would have been higher without the shock (see Fig. 14 in the Appendix A).
In particular, gas disputes cause a one-time shock without long-lasting effects, namely,
a level change in outcome in 2009 after which trends are parallel again. Placebo tests
indicate that causal effects are significant at 10% level. Yet, these estimates may be
confounded by two factors. First, gas prices increased after 2009, potentially affecting the
GDP of control countries. This would lead to a bias in the SC due to violation of the no
spillover assumption (SUTVA). Second, the effects of the 2009 financial crisis cannot be
disentangled from those of the gas disputes.
Although the 2009 gap may not be entirely attributable to the gas disputes, we compute
the confounding effects of the shock on the causal effects of the Donbass war. Being fairly
ˆ gas ) are substracted from
constant for 2009-2012, outcome gaps caused by gas disputes (∆
the per capita GDP values of synthetic Ukraine in consecutive years, and the Donbass
war’s causal effects are adjusted as shown in Table IV1 . These results, also displayed in
Figure 13 in the Appendix A, suggest that the 2009 events lead to the overestimation of
causal effects of the conflict by an average of 2.4 percentage points (128.04$). As a result,
the lower-bound for Ukraine’s per capita GDP foregone due to the war amounts to 12.7%.
Year
t
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Average

Per capita GDP
Y1t
8338.92
8243.47
7456.93
7668.10
7894.39
7921.96

Original loss
Ŷ1tN − Y1t
460.26
832.96
1823.78
1893.38
2184.13
1438.90

Loss incl. 2009 effects
Ŷgas,t − Y1t
308.08
669.26
1681.85
1805.65
2089.46
1310.86

Difference
152.17
163.70
141.93
87.73
94.67
128.04

Table IV. Per capita GDP differences between Ukraine and its synthetic control including
effects of 2009 gas disputes with Russia (in 2011 international dollars, PPP).

ˆ gas = 1/4 P2012 Y1t − Ŷ N , and the corrected
Causal effects of the gas disputes are computed as ∆
1t
t=2009
ˆ gas for t > 2012.
counterfactual outcome accounting for such shock is Ŷgas,t = Ŷ1tN − ∆
1
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4.2

Regional synthetic control estimates

Since the Donbass war is limited to the territory of only two out of 24 Ukrainian provinces,
we estimate the impact of the war on the respective GRP. Results from this estimation
would also serve as a reliability check for the causal effects obtained at country level.
The control group includes 22 Ukrainian regions with the exclusion of Kyiv City because
its economy differs considerably from those of the other regions.2 The complete list of the
control units can be found in Table B.4 in the Appendix B.
For the estimation, we use regional panel data from 2004 to 2016. As for the countrylevel estimation, the treatment is assigned in 2013 to account for anticipation effects. We
suspect that although armed conflicts did not start before 2014, there might have been
regional tensions and hostilities that influenced social and economic living conditions of
the local population. As a result, we match on nine pre-war periods to predict four
post-war periods.
Compared to the country-level estimation, assumptions for the regional case are weaker,
in particular, SUTVA. However, obtaining plausible causal estimates seems likely because
Donetsk and Luhansk are the only regions directly affected by the fights.
Table B.4 in the Appendix reports the estimated weights, while Tables B.5 and B.6 show
average values of covariates for the Donbass provinces, their synthetic counterparts, and
the whole control sample. It can be inferred that weighted averages accurately reconstruct
all the outcome-relevant characteristics of the affected units.
Additionally, Figures 7 and 8 plot the values of GRP per capita for Donetsk and Luhansk
along with their synthetic counterparts. While in both cases observed and synthetic
outcomes follow almost an identical trend until 2012, observed outcomes severely drop
post-war. This estimation shows that, due to the Donbass war, Donetsk’s and Luhansk’s
average GRP for 2013-2016 decreased by 43% (4630$) and 52% (3326$), respectively.

2

Kyiv City is Ukraine’s capital and its biggest, most affluent agglomeration. It accounts for nearly
a quarter of the country’s capital investment and its GRP per capita is roughly three times higher than
Ukraine’s average.
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Figure 7. Per capita GRP trends in
Donetsk vs. its synthetic counterpart.

Figure 8. Per capita GRP trends in
Luhansk vs. its synthetic counterpart.

Statistical significance of these causal estimates is confirmed by a series of placebo tests
(as shown in Fig. 9 below, and Fig. 15 and 16 in the Appendix B).
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Figure 9. Gaps in per capita GRP in Donetsk, Luhansk and placebo gaps.
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4.3

Comments on results

One main limitation to our study is the possible violation of the SCM identifying Stable
Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA). In particular, SUTVA requires the absence
of spillover effects of the Donbass war, the treatment, on the GDP of countries in the
control group. If SUTVA is violated, the estimated synthetic control built as a linear
combination of untreated, though spillovered outcomes would be biased. We identify two
main unaccounted-for factors that may cause such spillovers, namely economic sanctions
and military expenditures.
Concerning the first, we refer to the economic sanctions imposed on the Russian Federation
by the EU in the aftermath of Crimea’s annexation in 2014 and the Donbass war. These
sanctions may have had an impact not only on the Russian Federation but also on the EU,
especially because target and sender countries are economically interdependent and have
cooperative political relations (Kaempfer and Lowenber, 2007; Drezner, 1999).3 In light
of this, our concern is that the GDP of countries in the control group could be impacted,
although indirectly, by these sanctions. However, we argue that this is likely a minor
issue for at least three reasons. First, while sanctions affect exports directly, they only
indirectly impact the GDP which is more sensitive to other dynamics such as taxation and
countries overall performance (Giumelli, 2017). Second, sanctions’ effects are shown to
be strongest in the very short-run, which indicates that GDP values after 2015 are most
likely unaffected (Dizaji and van Bergeijk, 2013). Third, although sanctions’ costs are
difficult to identify and disentangle from countries’ performance, the analysis of export
data suggests that only few of our control countries experienced changes in exports that
may be attributable to these sanctions. Specifically, a study by Giumelli (2017) finds
that, on the one hand, exports of Germany, Italy, France, the Netherlands and Poland
seem to be especially hit by the sanctions, with the most severe drop in 2015 compared
to 2013. On the other hand, exports of Slovenia, Luxembourg and Romania were affected
the least. This brings us to the conclusion that the 2014 sanctions may have had only
mild, if any, consequences on the GDP of countries in the control group. Moreover, due
3

In fact, Russia is EU’s third largest trade partner, and the EU is Russia’s largest one.
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to the ambiguity about the direction of the effect in each country, we cannot provide an
upper or lower bound for the SC estimator as, e.g., indicated in a similar case by Costalli
et al. (2017). Therefore, future research is needed to shed light on the direction and
magnitude of sanctions’ potential spillovers.
Another source of spillover effects might be changes in military spending in control countries. A strand of literature shows that neighboring states may perceive conflicts as a
threat and, thus, increase military expenditures (Smith, 2014; Collier, 2007) which in
turn may impact their economic growth (Zielinski et al., 2017; Murdoch and Sandler,
2004). Although similar studies to this commonly assume that indirect spillovers are
of negligible magnitude (Costalli et al., 2017; Horiuchi and Mayerson, 2015), we cannot
ignore that the Donbass war increased the political instability especially in post-Soviet
republics and the Baltic states (Erőss et al., 2016; DeGhett, 2015).
However, also in this case, we believe that changes in military expenditures have only a
minor, if any, effect on the results for the following reasons. First, the war’s outbreak
coincided with multilateral agreements made at the 2014 NATO Summit in which member
states were urged to increase their military burden up to 2% GDP share. As a consequence,
countries lagging behind this goal made the most significant investments in this sector
with both Latvia and Lithuania increasing their military burdens from 0.9% in 2013
up to 1.7% in 2017. The same holds true for Romania and Poland which increased
their military burdens over the same period from 1.3% up to 2%, and from 1.8% up to
2%, respectively. Thus, the NATO agreement largely explains the variability of military
spending over the years 2014-2017 in Eastern Europe. Secondly, in the case of post-Soviet
republics, increased military burden occurs according to bilateral military agreements with
the Russian Federation, external military investments from Moscow, and modernization
programs within the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) which is also led
by Russia (Klein, 2019). Third, although military spending may have indirect effects
on GDP growth, the size and the direction of this effect is ambiguous. On the one
hand, the literature suggests that increased military expenditure has positive effects on
economic growth through increased manufacturing output, inciting technological progress
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and innovation (Barro and Lee, 1994). On the other hand, it can be argued that its effect
on investment, capital formation and resource allocation is adverse, indirectly curbing
other sectors of the economy and inhibiting long-term economic growth (Knight et al.,
1996). Despite the many studies on the topic, there is lack of consensus on the impact of
military burden on countries’ GDP growth (Herrera and Gentilucci, 2013). As a result,
observing no sudden change in the 2014 GDP growth among the control countries, we
conclude that the effect of changes in military spending on the donor pool’s GDP, if
present, is likely negligible. Yet, future research is needed to investigate its magnitude,
significance, and spatial dispersion.

5

Conclusions

The Donbass war has taken a severe toll on Ukraine, claiming over ten thousand casualties
and triggering a severe economic recession. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, there is no
empirical evidence on the overall costs incurred by Ukraine as a result of the war. Thus,
the goal of this paper is to start filling this gap by quantifying Ukraine’s GDP foregone
due to the Donbass war.
Results from the counterfactual estimation by the synthetic control method indicate that
the Donbass war led to a considerable decline of Ukraine’s economy. Namely, we estimate
that, due to this war, the country’s per capita GDP decreased by 15.1% (1438.90$) on
average over the period 2013-2017. Statistical significance of the causal estimates is shown
by multiple placebo tests, and robustness is checked by leave-one-out estimations, and
confoundedness analyses. In particular, we find that the 2009 gas disputes with Russia
and the financial crisis in the same year may lead to overestimated causal effects. As a
consequence, the estimated lower-bound of Ukraine’s per capita GDP foregone due to the
war amounts to 12.7%.
Additionally, we show that the conflict affected the Donbass more severely than the
other Ukrainian regions. Over the period 2013-2016, the per capita GRP of the Donbass provinces of Donetsk and Luhansk is found to be, on average, 43% (4630$) lower
compared to its synthetic counterpart not affected by the strife. This result is in line with
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the estimated causal effects at country-level.
Several interesting issues are still outstanding. First, this paper focuses on quantifying
the economic consequences of the conflict on per capita GDP. Although these account for
a large part of direct and indirect costs of the war, we do ignore human capital, social, and
psychological effects as well as migration dynamics which start to occur in the longer run.
Moreover, given the ongoing nature of the conflict at the time of writing, the continuation
of this study should be pursued as more data become available. It should be assessed how
the costs evolve over time, in particular, weather the estimated destructive effects increase
in scope as more workforce and investment flee the state. This knowledge is crucial to
mitigate the damaging consequences of the conflict, and target aid and investment more
effectively. These issues are under investigation by the authors.
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Appendix

A

Graphs

Figure 10 shows the LOO estimations: the solid black line represents Ukraine’s observed
GDP per capita, dashed black line is the original synthetic Ukraine, and gray lines are
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the LOO synthetic controls.
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Figure 11. Orange Revolution: per
capita GDP trends in Ukraine vs. its
synthetic counterpart.

Figure 12. Orange Revolution: gaps in
per capita GDP in Ukraine and placebo
gaps.
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Figure 13. The 2009 gas disputes: Per
capita GDP in Ukraine vs. synthetic
Ukraine, and causal effects’ correction.

Figure 14.
The 2009 gas disputes:
Gaps in per capita GDP in Ukraine and
placebo gaps.
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Figure 15. Ratio of mean squared prediction errors in post-war and pre-war period for
the regional synthetic control model.
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Figure 16. Scatterplot of mean prediction errors in post-war and pre-war period for the
regional synthetic control model. Control sample is denoted as donor pool.

B

Tables
Variable

Description

Inflation

Inflation, consumer prices (annual %)

GFCF

Gross fixed capital formation (% of GDP)

Polity

Polity IV Individual Country Regime Trend

HDI

Human Development Index

TradeDep

Sum of exports and imports with the Russian Federation (% of GDP)

Table B.1. Data description of variables used in the country-level model. Data source:
World Bank’s World Development Indicators; Marshall (2017).

Variable

Description

Export

Exports of commodities, (thsd. USD)

Investment

Capital investment by region
(mln. 2011 international dollars, PPP)

Unemployment

Unemployment rate of population (results of a sampling
survey population of economic activity)

GRP

Per capita gross regional product
(2011 international dollars, PPP)

Table B.2. Data description of variables used in regional estimation. Data source: State
Statistics Service of Ukraine (http://www.ukrstat.gov.ua).
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Year

Rate

Year

Rate

2004

0.963

2010

0.332

2005

0.773

2011

0.291

2006

0.673

2012

0.26

2007

0.548

2013

0.249

2008

0.426

2014

0.223

2009

0.377

2015

0.161

2016

0.132

Table B.3. Exchange rates between UAH and international 2011 dollars. Own elaboration
based on Ukrainian GDP data obtained from Ukrainian State Statistics Service in UAH
and corresponding data obtained from World Bank in international 2011 dollars.

Region

W-Donetsk

W-Luhansk

Region

W-Donetsk

W-Luhansk

0.416

0.253

Poltava

0.575

0

0

0.426

Zakarpattya

0

0.025

0.001

0.136

Odesa

0

0.159

0

0

Zhytomyr

0

0

Ivano-Frankivsk

0.001

0

Kyiv

0.001

0

Kirovohrad

0.001

0

Lviv

0.001

0

Mykolayiv

0.001

0

Rivne

0

0

Sumy

0

0

Ternopil

0

0

Kharkiv

0

0

Kherson

0

0

Khmelnytskiy

0

0

Cherkasy

0

0

Chernihiv

0

0

Dnipropetrovsk
Chernivtsi
Zaporizhzhya
Volyn

Table B.4. Donetsk’s and Luhansk’s control sample with corresponding weights.

Covariate
Export
Unemployment
Investment
GRP

Treated

Synthetic

Control sample

11,578,745

4,768,440

1,211,371

7.94%

7.94%

8.50%

8500

5049

2441

10,091

10,041

6,014

Table B.5. Donetsk’s per capita GRP predictor means. All variables are averaged for
2004-2012.
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Covariate

Treated

Synthetic

Control sample

3,702,182

2,896525

1,211,371

6,9%

7,44%

8.50%

Invest

3410.18

3410.80

2441.06

GRP

6,773.60

6,794.98

6013.95

Export
Unemployment

Table B.6. Luhansk’s per capita GRP predictor means. All variables are averaged over
2004-2012 period.

Covariate

Donetsk

Luhansk

Weight

Weight

0

0.001

0.881

0.001

0

0.958

0.119

0.04

Export
Unemployment
Investment
GRP

Table B.7. Predictor weights V∗ in the regional estimations.

Year

Rate

Year

Rate

2004

0.963

2010

0.332

2005

0.773

2011

0.291

2006

0.673

2012

0.26

2007

0.548

2013

0.249

2008

0.426

2014

0.223

2009

0.377

2015

0.161

Table B.8. Exchange rates between UAH and international 2011 dollars. Own elaboration
based on Ukrainian GDP data obtained from Ukrainian State Statistics Service in UAH
and corresponding data obtained from World Bank in international 2011 dollars.
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